Session 1. April 09, 2022, 09:00~11:00 AM (Taipei, UTC + 8:00)
The Orphan: Being at One with Oneself and the World
This lecture will focus on the experience of being alone and being at one with oneself
in the world. The journey toward wholeness is accomplished by paying attention to
the archetypal images that come to us through dreams, active imagination and making
time for imagining. Dr. Punnett will use excerpts from her book. The Orphan: A
Journey to Wholeness, to illustrate the connection between psyche and spirit through
the archetypal image of the orphan.
Session 2 April 16, 2022, 09:00~11:00 AM (Taipei, UTC + 8:00)
Conceptualizing Jungian Theory:
Finding Nemo: A Modern Tale for Understanding the Orphan Archetype
This presentation will expand on the orphan topic by using excerpts from the film of
the fish tale, Finding Nemo, with group discussion about the individuation journey as
initiated by the death of Nemo's mother, Coral. One will gain a deeper understanding
of Jungian theory and specifically how the early trauma and orphan archetype became
manifest, and what this calls one to do.
Session 3 April 23, 2022, 09:00~11:00 AM (Taipei, UTC + 8:00)
Jungian Play Therapy
Play is an important part of child therapy and according to Winnicott, it is “only in
playing that the individual child or adult is able to be creative and to use the whole
personality, and it is only in being creative that the individual discovers the self.”
(Winnicott, Play and Reality, p. 54) The lecture will look at some major differences in
the kinds of play with children, the differences between ordinary and therapeutic play
and between child analysis and child therapy, and then focus on Jungian child
therapy.
Session 4 May 7, 2022, 09:00~11:00 AM (Taipei, UTC + 8:00)
Children's Dreams
Jung states in Nietzsche's Zarathustra, "…our dreams are like windows that allow us
to look in, or to listen in to that psychological process which is continually going on
in our unconscious" (Jung, 1934, p. 236). For the child the dream is a very real
world. For this reason, we cannot work with their dreams as we would with adult
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dreams. This lecture will discuss the ways in which we can look at children's dreams
from a Jungian perspective.
Session 5 May 14, 2022, 09:00~11:00 AM (Taipei, UTC + 8:00)
Working with Children's Dreams
A series of dreams will be given to explore the process of working with children's
dreams. We will work in small break out groups and utilize strategies learned from
the previous session. Illustrations of first sand trays will amply the theme from
dreams. Time permitting; we may be able to work with the dreams of children
patients of those participating in the session.
*The lecturer and the organizer keep the organizer who changes the course setting.

Audrey Punnett, PhD, is a licensed psychologist who holds diplomas in Adult
Analytical Psychology and Child and Adolescent Analytical Psychology from the C.G.
Jung Institute, Zurich where she lived for over 5 years. She is a member of the C.G.
Jung Institute of San Francisco (CGJI-SF) and the Association of Graduates in
Analytical Psychology (AGAP). She is a Registered Play Therapist and Supervisor, and
Clinical and Teaching Member of Sandplay Therapists of America/International
Society of Sandplay Therapists (ISST). She is past President of STA and current VP of
the America’s for ISST. Since 1986 has been on the clinical faculty of UCSF as an
Associate Professor. She lectures nationally and internationally on Jungian
psychology and Sandplay therapy and has published in peer-reviewed journals and
contributed book chapters on play therapy and Sandplay therapy. Her books, The
Orphan: A Journey to Wholeness (2014), and her edited book Jungian Child Analysis
(2018) were published by Fisher King Press. She is currently working on another
edited book with child analysts from around the world. She is an Anusara inspired
registered yoga instructor. and enjoys gardening and movies in her spare time.

Participation
Online Platform: Zoom, Yue-zhi Psychotherapy online platform and video.

Fees and Registration Methods
1.Course Fees: USD 175
If you pay via PayPal, due to the extra service fee, the total charge is USD 183.
PayPal account: analyticalpsy.tw@gmail.com
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2.Remittance Information:
E.SUN Commercial Bank, Ltd.(玉山銀行)
SWIFT CODE: ESUNTWTPXXX
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 0576-940-013253
NAME: Taiwan Society of Analytical Psychology
Bank Address: No.115 and 117, Sec.3, Minsheng E.Rd., Taipei City 10546, Taiwan
Bank Tel:+886 2 27002405
Bank Fax:+886 2 27099230
3.Registration:
Please fill in the form below to complete the registration.
https://reurl.cc/WkY8vO

After the completion of the registration and remittance, please send an email to
analyticalpsy.tw@gmail.com with your name, date of remittance, the last five digits
of the remittance account number and the amount of remittance. The registration
process will not be completed until the reconciliation is finished.

Organized by Taiwan Society of Analytical Psychology
Implemented by You Zhi Psychology Center
Co-organized by Taiwan Institute of Psychotherapy
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